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2242                                                                            

???? Commodore Van Anling assigns Robert April to the construction project of the
first Constitution Class cruiser (STL: 7)

2243                                                                            

???? Captain April puts together a team of Federation specialists including Security
Chief George Kirk to pilot the newly constructed Constitution-class starship on
a rescue mission to save the colonists of the SS. Rosenberg, trapped in an ion
storm.  While en route, the vessel is damaged by a pair of humans raised by
Romulans to act as double agents.  The saboteurs force the vessel deep into
Romulan territory, which nearly leads to the vessels’ capture.  A defection by
a Romulan Field Primus threatened with assassination allows the ship to
escape Romulan territory, while at the same time defusing an impending
invasion of Federation space.  The crew and passengers of the Rosenberg are
rescued, and the ship christened the Enterprise. (ST: FF)

Placement:   Kirk and McCoy place this story as taking place in 2283,
which contradicts all other time tables for the show and time
lines.  By moving the story back 40 years, it does fit into the timeline 
(110).

2245                                                                            

???? The Enterprise begins her first five-year exploration mission (ENL).

2246                                                                            

32 d Oct 11-13:  The Enterprise engages the Klingon cruiser Kut’Luch commanded
by Kor while en route to Tarsus IV with vitally needed supplies.  The
engagement keeps the Enterprise from arriving prior to the Tarsus massacre.
(ENL)

2250                                                                            

3 d Captain April leads an away mission to Faramond via the Rosette Nebula,
during which the Enterprise settles a territory dispute at Vega IX.  En route to
Faramond, April, his crew, and passengers George Samuel and James T. Kirk
are attacked by pirates.  James Kirk manages to sabotage the alien vessel
and the Starfleet crew manages to defeat the pirates (ST: BD).



2252                                                                            

1 d Oct 2:  In an address to the United Federation of Planets General Assembly,
Captain April gives command of the Enterprise to Captain Christopher Pike,
giving the famous Enterprise speech. (ST: FF)

Placement: In book, listed as 2192, but date pushed back 40 years for 
continuity.

2255                                                                            

10 d Lieutenants Spock and Scott are assigned to the Enterprise.  While en route
to Areta, the Enterprise is diverted to GS391, where they locate the remains
of the Vulcan ship He-Shii and discover the Vulcan’s Glory, an important
artifact for Vulcan society. The Enterprise continues to Areta, where Pike
brokers a new trade agreement between the mutants, nomads, and town-
dwellers after an eloping couple is kidnapped by the mutants.  In the
meantime, Spock investigates a series of murders on board the Enterprise
committed by Security Officer Reed, a Vulcan hybrid attempting to steal the
Glory (TOS: 44)

Time:  5 d (?) to Areta, 5 d on planet (202).

???? The Enterprise is directed to Starbase 12 to deliver an ambassadorial party to
Delta Indus II (TOS: 44, 251).

2255-2264                                                                  

???? The Enterprise investigates a pirate attack on the merchant freighter
Telemakhos and discovers that the C’tanai are responsible. (TOS: 56, 126).

???? Enterprise retrieves the computer data banks from an abandoned Elarnite
station mere seconds before the station is destroyed. Number One is injured
in the retrieval. (TOS: 56, 127).

???? The Enterprise transports the Princess of Kalajia VII and her entourage to 
Kalajia following trade negotiations with the Federation. Jose Tyler has a tryst
with the princess (TOS: 56, 133).

???? The Enterprise stops a Merkaan acquisition triad from plundering the cargo
ship Lisander en route to Gamma Catalinas with vital medical supplies (TOS:
16, 106).



???? The Enterprise frees the Dindamorii planetary governor after anti-Federation
terrorists seize the palace (TOS: 56, 133).

???? The Enterprise retrieves the data and crew of a downed shuttlecraft from a
primitive planet and then destroys the wreck to preserve the Prime Directive
(TOS: 56, 173).

???? The Enterprise spends one day in orbit over Lyra Omicron VI after a static
back-fire causes a Quarantine Alert from the Tranporter Room (TOS: 53, 45).

???? En route to Delta Vega IX for treatment for wounded crew, the Enterprise 
encounters a spatial rift with a thirty-three year cycle. Through the rift, the 
Enterprise makes first contact with the Calligar, a highly advanced isolationist 
race within the Gamma Quadrant. This contact is cut short when the rift 
becomes unstable due to their interaction with warp engines; a dispute with a
local inhabitant and navigator Jose Quadrant almost causes the ship to be 
stranded in the Gamma Quadrant (TOS:  57).

Placement: Takes place after the Cage (11)

3d ? Enterprise is attacked by a Klingon vessel and suffers extensive damage.
While undergoing repairs, the Enterprise is asked to take on an Eremoid
observer in order to garner the rights to mine lithium from the Eremoid
government.  The crew discovers that Eremoids are projective empaths, and
manage to overcome their increased tensions to protect a colony ships from a
Klingon attack (ENL)

2264                                                                            

???? Captain Pike receives a promotion to commodore and Kirk is promoted to
captaincy of the Enterprise.

90 d Nogura assigns the Enterprise to a three month tour of outlying Starbases,
providing transport to a Vaudeville Company to boost morale. While en route
to Starbase 13 in the Federation Phalanx, the Enterprise encounters the
Worldship, a giant vessel piloted by an advanced race. The First Contact
almost goes sour when a Klingon renegade, Koronin, attempts to take control
of the Worldship. Kirk stops Koronin from destroying the ship and half the
Klignon Empire; the Worldship removes itself from our space, and relations
with the Klingons reach their best state in decades (TOS: TFA).

Time:  Assume that the three-month Starbase tour continues as
planned.

3 d During a survey mission on Dimora to determine the death of colonists, Gary
Mitchell is almost killed by a poisonous Dimoran vole that is used by an
assassin attempting to kill Kirk. While investigating the death of the colonists



on Dimorus, Gary Mitchell is almost killed by a poisonous Dimoran vole while
protecting Kirk  (ST: CP, 139; TOS: 87)

Time:  (?) 2 days for survey, 1 day travel time towards Muhlari.

12 d En route to survey the Muhlari system, the Enterprise is called to Starbase 31
to collect Admiral Mangione and a team of Starfleet personnel and deliver
them to a classified location near the Klingon Neutral Zone. On a small
planetoid in this system, a joint Klingon and Federation venture holds the
M'tachtar, Klingon genetic supermen, prisoner. The M'tachtar capture the
Enterprise and force Captain Kirk and half the crew to the planet surface.
With the help of the Klingon captain Kang and Starfleet personnel still aboard
the ship, the Enterprise is liberated. The M'tachtar request a public execution
in front of the High Council (TOS: 87).

Time:  1 day to Starbase 31 (86), (?) 10 days to prison (112), 1 day to
rescue Ent (248)
Paradox:  Kirk states it was fourteen years since he was on Republic

42 d Enterprise conducts a mapping expedition of Sector Epsilon Z-3, surveying
some thirteen star systems and cataloging seventeen Class D planets. During
the study, the crew discovers M-155, a planet that phases in and out of
reality.  Kirk, Spock, Kelso, Dehner, and Mitchell are caught on planet during
a phasing and are transported to Earth in the year 2045. The perpetrator is
an immortal similar to Flint named Parneb, who is living his life backwards
chronologically.  With Parneb’s help, the Enterprise crew helps a pair of
stranded Vulcans escape from terrorists and the United Earth government,
and to return to their world. The Enterprise crew erases their memories of
these events and return to the future.

Time:  Mapping expedition lasts six weeks (TOS: SFTS, 170)

???? The Enterprise is sent to explore the very edge of the explored galaxy. En
route it discovers an old disaster buoy from the explorer ship Valiant two
hundred years ago. Kirk continues and encounters a strange energy barrier.
The energy barrier transforms First Officer Gary Mitchell and later
Psychologist Elizabeth Dehner into beings with massive psychokinetic energy.
Fearing for the ship, Kirk attempts to strand Mitchell on the abandoned planet
Delta Vega.  In an ensuing struggle, Mitchell, Dehner, and Security Chief Lee
Kelso are killed (TOS: TV_1).

8 d The Enterprise returns to Earth so Kirk can attend funeral services for Gary 
Mitchell (TOS: 87).

Time:  (?) 5 days to Earth, 3 days
Paradox:  Uhura, Bailey, and Rand join crew at this time, McCoy now
first meets Spock and joins Ent crew contradicts (TOS: TFA)

???? Kirk is bitten by a highly venomous Hairy Thrillkiller Scorpion during an away
mission (ST: 75)



Placement: Two days (?) before the beginning of Star Trek:  First
Frontier

10 d The Enterprise begins a series of tests of a new warp shield designed to
protect ships from gravity distortions.  While in the accretion disk of a blue
giant, the Enterprise’s shields create a node of stability that attracts a cosmic
string, with which the Enterprise collides but passes through before its gravity
crushing effects manifest itself on the vessel.  This unimaginable event
actually allows the Enterprise to keep from ceasing to exist as, at that exact
moment, a group of Clan Ru use the Guardian of Forever to travel back in
time and save the dinosaurs of Earth from extinction.  The Enterprise, alone
in a new reality where humanity is nonexistent and the Federation
subsequently was never formed, fights it way past hostile Klingon and
Romulan forces to the Guardian.  The ship destroyed, Kirk and a small away
team travel back in time and convince the Clan Ru scientist that her efforts to
secure a future for her people is in vain.  With her help and the help of a
captured Klingon named Roth, the team manages to neutralize the asteroid
deflector and revert time to its proper course.  Lt. La Cerra and four security
personnel are killed during the mission (ST:  75).

Time:  6 days (28), 15 min (24), 4 min (55), 9 hrs (71), (?) 3 days
(125)
Paradox:   Kirk says the meeting of Earth and Vulcans was the start of 
Federation (163) , Kirk states Federation was formed before Romulan 
war (164), McCoy says Cochrane developed warp while looking for
something else (30)  Chekov says Romulans have never been closer to 
Earth than several minutes past the system at full impulse (108)

25 d The Enterprise is sent to make first contact with the Hawking, a generation
star ship that left Earth just prior to World War III. Finding that the
Doomsday Machine destroyed their original destination, the Enterprise finds
the Hawking crew a place on the colony world of Merope IV. While at Merope
IV, the crew helps the colonists make contact with a living biomass on the
planet that threatens the colony after a new settlement threatens the
biomass' central intelligence (TOS:  88).

Time:  1 week (17), 2 weeks (?) less than a month (49), 2 days, 2
days.
Placement:  After Doomsday Machine and Space Seed

4 d Enterprise is sent to repair the databases of five worlds, including Cynur IV,
Emben III, and Tyrtaeus II, after a virus accidentally downloaded from
Federation archives destroys both their databases and their subspace
communications arrays. While at Tyrtaeus II, the Enterprise makes First
Contact with the Star-core Aliens, as they observe their vessel dive into the
Tyrtaen sun. Spock, Kirk, and McCoy make mental contact with the Star-core
aliens, and convince them that the Federation will leave them alone (TOS:
83).



Time:  At least four days at Tyrtaeus II (TOS:  83, 31).
Placement:  Rand is still a Yeoman (TOS:  83, 143)

3 d? Enterprise sent to the Nevis system to investigate a peace treaty between
Prastor and Distrel following 12,000 years of warfare, apparently drafted by
Harry Mudd. The Peace treaty falls apart and conflict resumes; Kirk, Scotty,
Sulu, and Chekov are killed in the hostilities. They are soon discovered alive,
however, now incorporated into a complicated transporter and medical
resurrection system that forms the basis of their society and religion. With the
help of Stella Mudd, the crew manages to repair damages to the resurrection
system caused by Mudd (TOS: 81).

Placement:  Yeoman Rand still on board, Before TMP, as uniform colors 
are mentioned.
Time:  One day to Nevis system (7)

4 d The Enterprise is called to sent to mediate the release of hostages on the
planet Rimillia and to oversee the project that led to this situation:  an
attempt to create rotation on the severely strained, tidally locked planet.
Despite several terrorist attempts to stop the project, Chief Engineer Scott
successfully starts the planet’s rotation (TOS: 77).

Placement:  After Shore Leave, Vendikar and Eminiar; Nurse Chapel
Time:  Four days to bring the engines on line from arriving at Rimillia

13 d From Starbase 23, the Enterprise is sent to Pegasus IV to pick up Conrad
Franklin Kent and his aide, both outspoken critics of Starfleet and their role in
the Federation, and deliver them to Starbase 12 to attend the testing of
Professor Omen’s new phased shields. The Enterprise tracks the
disappearance of both Klingon and other vessels to o Omen’s latest creation:
the Aleph, a device that can send a ship to any point in this and any other
universe. Omen developed these devices to try to stop armed conflict by
eradicating the combatants. Omen uses his Aleph device to banish the
Enterprise to the dimension from which the energy-draining amoeba had
come from. The Enterprise escapes both this reality and one in which Klingons
ruled controlled Earth and the Federation had never been formed. Back in our
universe, the Enterprise stops Omen but is unable to stop him escaping
through his own creation.

Placement:  TOS; refers to primary color uniforms (6)
Time:  Kirk refers to months of patrol without shore leave (5), Ready to
leave 23 in less than a day (7):  Arrives at Pegasus IV nine hours later
(11) Several days to SB 12 (3) Test next day; Set for Sector 412 next
day (82), six hours to Sector. Trapped in alternate realities and time
back to SB 12; app one week (231)

???? The Enterprise is sent to the home world of the Ai’La’Mos to stem armed
conflict between the natives and Naiilati colonists.  They resolve the



communications problems between the two species by providing the natives
with voice recording technology (TOS: 70).

20 d The Enterprise is sent to Patria to investigate the government claims that a
rebel underground is being supplied with disruptors by the Klingons.  They
discover that the disruptors are actually being used by a secret group of
Mindcrime cops under the command of a secret group within the government
itself attempting to take over the planet (TOS: 69).

Placement:   Nurse Chapel (32), Before Organia; peace conference with
Klingons
Time:  10 d.(?)- 2 to get there (?), 3 to develop surgical technique, 3 
to rendezvous with Lexington

7 d The Enterprise is assigned to capture the pirate Auk-rex.  Kirk, Spock, and
McCoy follow the pirate to the planet Sanctuary, where they find themselves
unable to return the Enterprise.  They are remanded to the custody of the
Senites, a group of androgynous individuals who take care of the needs of
those who have come to Sanctuary.  While the landing party works with the
pirate Auk-rex to escape from the surface, Scotty works with the bounty
hunters in orbit and with the USS Neptune to effect their rescue.  The landing
party finally makes their escape using a hot-air balloon to pass the energy
shield that surrounds the planet. (TOS: 61)

Placement:   During the first five-year mission (HN), After Let That Be 
Your Last Battlefield (12)

21 d? Following the death of Omne, the duplicate Kirk is disguised as a Romulan
and joins the Romulan Commander’s crew, posing as a tribute member of the
ruling family.  Captain Kirk is assigned to serve as Ambassador
Plenipotentiary to the Voran Dynasty, where he is required by protocol to give
the Medallion of Liberation from the Hegarch to the New Regent of who is
revealed to be a resurrected Omne.  An assassination attempt on Omne
nearly kills Spock; both Spock and Kirk join with Omne to fight against a
duplicate Omne determined to take the other’s place.  They join the Romulan
commander, the duplicate Kirk, and the tribute hostage Trevanian at the
Anomaly in the Neutral Zone. The evil Omne is killed saving the original Kirk’s
life; Kirk forces the duplicate Omne to maroon himself in an alternate reality
accessible only via a portal on the Anomaly.  Omne’s last act of revenge is to
activate a failsafe mechanism that transports the duplicate Kirk into the same
exile, sealed off from the rest of the galaxy as the tunnel through the
Anomaly collapses (FOP).

Time:   Commander obtains Doyen’s hoe tribute two weeks following
beginning (32). (TOS: POP), Commander obtains Doyen’s hostage
tribute two weeks following beginning (32).
Placement:  After Friday’s Child (117), Piece of the Action (117), Vaal 
(118), Eminiar and Vendikar (118)



21 d? While delivering medical supplies to Draymia, Dr. McCoy is arrested on
charges of genocide, as a plague wiped out a colony world after McCoy
administered an inoculation program on the planet nineteen years ago.  While
investigating his innocence on the color, the Enterprise crew contracts the
disease.  McCoy is released from prison to help Spock find a cure, and
discovers the disease is caused by natural radiation in the Draymian system
that the home world is protected from via its atmosphere.  McCoy synthesizes
a cure and his arrest is expunged. (STL6: A)

Time:   2 weeks from Draymia (10); one would assume that they have 
been travelling to Draymia for several days (3 app).
Placement:  19 years after McCoyís assignment on Draymia II (18).

5 d En route from Draymia, the Enterprise stops to survey a group of non-system
Type 4 Asteroids and is attacked by a triad of Romulan.  The Enterprise
escapes the Romulans by passing through a strange energy anomaly.  The
anomaly causes the computer’s higher logic functions to malfunction, causing
the computer to enact ever more dangerous practical jokes against the crew.
Kirk tricks the computer into returning to the anomaly and passing through
again, which reverses the effects of the first pass.  Pursuing Romulan vessels
are then similarly affected (STL6: PJ).

Placement:  Several days (3?) from Draymia (67)

36 d The Enterprise is redirected to follow the path of a transmission sent by a
mysterious alien probe that made a complete inspection of Federation space
before self-destruction. They encounter a alien vessel piloted by a winged
serpent named Kulkulkan.  Kulkulkan visited numerous ancient Earth
civilizations, giving them blueprints to create an ultimate utopia.  Once the
city he gave each civilization had been built to his specifications, he would
return to Earth.  However, none of these civilizations built his exact model.
Kirk a nd his companions fight with the creature, releasing animals from his
menagerie to serve as a distraction.  Kulkulkan agrees to free the Enterprise
and rejects their offer to join the Federation (STL6: ST)

Time:   Enterprise follows this course for several weeks (3?) (140)

30 d R&R at SB 4 (TOS:  6)

69 d During a study of gravimetrical disturbances along the outer edge of the
Orion Arm, the Enterprise is thrown some three hundred parsecs into the
stellar void between the Orion and Sagittarius Arms.  Crippled, the ship
makes its way to the isolated Mercan system and makes contact with its
inhabitants in the hopes of obtaining repairs.  In order to protect the crew
from Hyper-Berthold Rays emitted by the star, the Enterprise alters the
gravimetrical balance of the star, ceasing its lethal outbursts.  The crew then
works with the Mercan to redraft their world government, which wwas based
on this deadly occurrence.  The new document is called the Enterprise
Agreement (TOS: 6,).



Placement:   Shortly after several missions against Klingons near
Neutral Zone (7), After 1 mth of rest at SB 4 (8) Yeoman Rand,
MíBenga, Nurse Chapel (17, 80).
Time:   App 5 days until hitting turbulence (?) 3 d to Mercan (26), 4 d
on planet (75), 3 d, 10 d (195), 2 w, (201), 1 m to SB 4 (?)

???? Enterprise engages a Romulan vessel attacking Federation Neutral Zone
outposts with a new high-energy plasma weapon.  It is the first Romulan
contact with the Federation since the Romulan War. Kirk engages the
Romulan ship and destroys it near the Icarus comet in the Icarus IV star
system. (TNG: TR, 118).

7 d The Enterprise is sent to the Taygetian system to investigate a spatial
anomaly that destroyer an independent freighter.   A Klingon vessel,
commanded by Commander Kor, arrives at the planet.  With the help of
composer Guy Maslin, the anomaly is found to be the result of a unique
reality-shaping song sung by the native Taygetians.  The Taygetians,
misclassified as a non-sentient species during an initial survey, had been
hunted for the jewel-like tears they secrete upon death; the resulting loss of
voices in their chorus caused the development of the rift.  While helping Kor
defuse an attempted coup on his ships, Kirk and crew detain the hunters and
manage to communicate with the Taygetians; Guy Maslin dies during the
attempt.  Diplomatic relations are established with the Taygetians. (TOS: 19)

Time:   1 d from SB 24, 3 d from SB 24 (48) 1 d (66), 1 d (95), 1 d
(109)
Placement:   After Organia, first time they have met since that event
(55), Scotty participates in the stealing of the coronation stone, 28 yrs
prior (TOS: 19, 101)

7 d Enterprise fights a week long hit and run battle with the Romulan cruiser 
Bloodwing that ends in draw (TOS: 18, 90).

77 d While investigating changes in stellar ecology in the Phi Trianguli corridor, the
Enterprise is directed to travel to the other end of the corridor and take
command of a task force along the Neutral Zone.  While investigating reports
on increased Romulan activity, the Enterprise is approached by the Romulan
vessel Bloodwing, under the command of captain Ael.  Ael unveils a risky plan
to help the Enterprise destroy a secret Romulan project within Romulan space
that is attempting to graft brain tissue from captured Vulcans to Romulan
volunteers. The mission becomes extremely critical when the Intrepid II is
captured and its crew taken to the facility.  With the help of Ael, the With the
help of Ael, the Enterprise frees the captives and destroys the station.  Ael’s
son Tafv attempts to take over the Enterprise during battle but is stopped by
the crew.  Romulan vessels Javelin, Rea's Helm, and Battlequeen are
destroyed during the mission. (TOS:  18)

Time:  8.5 (28), 2 d (?); 3 d (137), 2 m back to Earth, 3 d app (303)
Placement:   Prior to TMP; the design of the Intrepid II has features
similar to later Constitution refits (TOS: 18, 47).



Paradox:   Spock says the Vulcan mind disciplines did not develop until
after Reformation (97).

46 d? The Enterprise investigates a naked singularity that has opened near a major
spacelane.  During the study of the phenomenae, Spock determines that the
entropy of the universe has been increased to the point that the universe will
end in a matter of centuries rather than billions of years.  The Enterprise is
called away from its to studies to provide transport for convicted murderer
and physicist Georges Mordreaux.  Mordreaux murders both Kirk and Security
Chief Flynn, who escapes from custody with seeming ease. Spock determines
that Mordreaux has in fact developed a time travel device, and that a future
insane Dr. Mordreaux is responsible for the murders. Spock uses the device to
travel back in time to stop the entire sequence of events.  All memories of
this alternate timeline were erased, save for that of Science Officer Spock
(TOS: 2).

Time:  6 w (1), assume Spock comes back the exact point he left, app 4
d (?).
Placement: Set before TMP, primary colors - Spock wears blue (168)

54 d The Enterprise systems are upgraded at the shipyard facilities of Yalbo and
trial runs of the TEREC and computers retaining the wisdom of previous
Starfleet commanders are tested.  Miss Mason of the FNS accompanies the
Enterprise on its trial mission, the rescue of Vulcan researchers from the
Black Box Nebula, believed to have died nearly ten years ago.  The crew
discovers the Vulcans have been used by a spatial entity known as Corona,
who is attempting to recreate the Big Band.   Spock and Mason manage to
communicate with the entity and get it to desist its efforts.  Corona departs,
but not after altering the commands of the new monitoring devices to allow
McCoy to save the lives of the Vulcans it used. (TOS: 15)

Time:  Twenty d refit (13), 2 w from Nebula (27), 2 w to Yalbo, 1 to
Vulcan and SB 19
Paradox:   Harauk is stated to be the only Vulcan to achieve command 
rank in Starfleet, I assume this means to Commander-in-Chief (57).

16 d An Enterprise away team field tests new telescan implants on a cultural
survey mission on Kyros.  The devices, however, prove to be too powerful and
crewmembers begin to exhibit the behaviors of scanned natives. An altered
Susan George modifies Spock’s telescan to receive the thoughts of
revolutionary leader Chag Gara. The device malfunctions, incapacitating
Spock and giving the native access to Spock’s mind. Chag Gara cripples the
ship in the face of a deadly radiation storm and nearly starts a jihad before
the away team manages to salvage the situation. (TOS: SM)

Time:   Eighth day in orbit (1), 8 d and ten hours until Enterprise leaves
orbit (19), Says there is two weeks until the radiation storm passes, at
which time the Ent will return. However, I would surmise that the
Enterprise would have been sent to a new assignment.  The events in



this book would in my mind have convinced Starfleet that the Prime
Directive had been seriously strained and that further contact with the
Kyrosians should be suspended for the time being.
Placement:  After the Squire of Gothos (3), Mbenga (9), Nurse Chapel
(41) soon after Spock Must Die:  McCoy talks about last time Scotty
used the transporter (51).

14 d The Enterprise retrieves a complement of scientists from the University of
Nexqualy to perform an archeological survey of the Dulciphar star cluster.
Members of the scientific away team on Careta IV, as well as Chekov and
Kirk, are pulled through a Kh!lict transporter system that alters their genetic
material into that of the long-dead race.  Spock and Kirk manage to decipher
the madness-inducing Kh!lict culture and language to reverse the process;
Careta IV is declared a quarantined world (TOS: 65).

Time:   Story takes place over two weeks (270).

7 d The Enterprise is assigned to ferry delegates to the Nobel Z. Magnees Prize
ceremonies on Memory Alpha (TOS: 42).  While en route, Spock is imprisoned
by Starfleet security under the command of Commodore Montana Wolfe, after
Federation Security learns that a Vulcan will attempt to assassinate a
delegate at Memory Prime.  Kirk and his crew manage to spring Spock from
imprisonment and uncover the true assassin, but not before he completed his
assignment and killed one of the Pathfinders, who was attempting to bring
about the economic collapse of the Federation. (TOS: 42)

Paradox: Zefram Cochrane is referred to as a native of Centaurus (75)
Placement:  2 years after Lights of Zetar (125).
Time:   1 week

21 d While investigating Klingon activity in Sector 79F, the Enterprise discovers
that the Beta Castelli system has been consumed by an alternate universe
seeping into our own; this universe, just minutes from having been born in its
Big Bang, threatens to overwhelm our own.  At the Zirgosian colony of Holox,
the Enterprise discovers the rift has been caused by Vinithi seeking to force
the Federation to cede both a colony world and all of its Starbases to them. A
ship of Vinithi children captures Kirk, Chekov, Scotty, and Uhura.  The
children force them to train a command staff.  The captives manage to
sabotage the ship and convince the Vinithi to surrender.  They then proceed
to seal the rift. (TOS: 41).

Time:   1 week (1), 1 day (13), 1 day (20), 8 days (136) 4 days
Placement:   Before TMP (31)

16 d The Enterprise is directed to the planet Discord to remove human settlers
from the world at the request of the native Susuru.  The settlers, genetic
refugees from the Eugenics Wars, are involved in skirmishes with the Susuru
and their Klingon allies. The mission is further jeopardized when Deputy
Commissioner for Interspecies Affairs Moriah Wayne sides with the Klingon



commander Kain, who has a personal vendetta against Kirk.  After the
destruction of a Human city settlement, Spock makes contact with the true
sentient lifforms of Discord, who reveal that the Susuru are settlers
themselves.  The Enterprise fights a running battle between a Klingon cruiser
and dreadnought; Kain, Wayne, and 20 crewmen in Engineering are killed.
The Susuru and transported to a more hospitable world for their purposes.
(TOS: 66)

Placement:   Five years after Kirk takes command (22), after time when
computer felt affection for124) , 2 y after Friday’s Child (TOS: 66, 181).
Time:  3 days to System from SB 23 (63), 9 d, 3 (?) d to SB 23 (279), 
After computer feeling affection for Kirk (124) , 2 y a fter Friday’s Child 
(TOS: 66, 181).
Paradox:   WWIII during 2072 (104), Book says Kirk bested Kain at 
Endikon 20 years ago, which would make him 14-15 (?).  Perhaps 
Klingon years are shorter than Terran years?

???? The Enterprise investigates a semi-intelligent cat species on an uncharted
planet; Kirk suffers several broken ribs during the study when attacked by a
large cat (TOS: 20, 90).

9 d While in disputed space, the Enterprise is attacked by a Klingon vessel.  Four
crewmen are killed:  Rosen, Livinger, M’Gura, and Jankowski.  Ensign Carl
Remington is seriously injured and the Enterprise brings him to Vulcan to be
the subject of a new and potentially dangerous nerve regeneration technique.
While on Vulcan, Kirk investigates a series of murders and accidents at the
Vulcan Science Academy, which are eventually traced to Sarek’s assistant,
who is attempting to murder Amanda Grayson so she may take her place.

Placement:   First return to Vulcan after Amok Time (67), Dr. M’Benga
joined the Enterprise crew (134).
Time:  6 days (15), 3 days (271)

53 d The Enterprise is diverted from some shuttling missions and transport of
Vulcan political prisoners by a plague on Nisus.  The crew is exposed to the
IDIC epidemic by a Vulcan entering pon farson is a by-product of lifeform’s
reproductive cycle (TOS: 56). Dr. McCoy helps to isolate a factor in Klingon
and Romulan blood that makes them immune to the virus and a serum is
developed.  The Enterprise conducts rescue operations when the colony dam
gives way and the colony is flooded.

Time:  One month on Vulcan, (includes time from last novel), 3 days
out, then three days back (30), three days to Nisus, three days (?) in
orbit, 20 until a vaccine is made
Placement:  After Vulcan Academy Murders

4 d Kirk and an away team are buried alive by a landslide on Octavius IV after an
alien life form poisons Spock.  Spock is forced to abandon the away team to
respond to a Merkaan raid on the Beta Cabrini mining colony.  Spock,



suffering from the poison, is put through the gauntlet by Merkaan Acquisitor
Hamesaad Dreen, whose career he nearly ruined nearly ten years earlier.
With the colonists help, the Merkaans are defeated and Kirk and the away
team are rescued.  Spock’s condition is cured when the away team discovers
the poison is part of the creature’s reproductive cycle (TOS: 56).

Placement:   Fourth year of original mission (HN), 10 y after Pike's
encounter with Merkaans (TOS: 56, 2), after Omicron Ceti III (TOS:
56,13).
Time:   2 days since distress call sent (138)

10 d An Enterprise Away Team is put into a coma for ten days after being exposed
to alien spores on the planet Delta Gamma IV, after which they mysteriously
awaken. (TOS: DA, 1)

11 d Enterprise is summoned to Starbase Seven to deliver ambassadors to Detente
Station One for a possible peace accord with the Romulan Empire.  Dr.
M’Benga, who is under the telepathic influence of the spores which had
rendered him catatonic a month ago, kills several ambassadors with mental
constructs before he is discovered and remanded to Vulcan for treatment.
(TOS: DA)

Placement:  1.5 m after spores (10)
Time:  2 d (?) to SB 7 (11), 1 d (40), 8 d to Détente 1

4 d The Enterprise is diverted to investigate a vessel with apparent capabilities of
travelling at speeds of excess of Warp 15.  The vessel belongs to the Rel;
their leader, Norinda, challenges the captains of various races to a challenge
to obtain access to their advanced technology. During the contest, Kirk
pioneers the sport of orbital skydiving while attempting to save the life of Lt.
Tanak Hounslow, who is killed.  The alien vessel departs, apparently having
chosen the Romulans as the winner  (ST: CP)

Time:   Five months, three months prior to SFTS (137) 3 days to Rift 
(77), 20 hours in to alien vessel (129).

2267                                                                            

1 d The Enterprise is commandeered by Gary Seven, who brings the ship to a
cloaked planet within Romulan Space where a Tal Shiar commander attempts
to use Benefactor technology to travel forward in time to kill Spock at the
Khitomer conference in 2293.  With the aid of Captain Kirk, Gary Seven foils
the assassination attempt (TOS: 84)

Paradox:   Book places the events on the story in 2269, but refers to 
Turnabout Intruder as bein



2268                                                                            

3 d? The Enterprise is sent to bring an end to hostilities between the Chyrellkans
and their colonists on the nearby world of Vancadia.  It is discovered that
Klingon agents, disguised as individuals in the government of both worlds, are
responsible for the escalation of the violence.  Matters are complicated by the
collaboration of former Starfleet officers Jason Carmody and Benjamin Finney,
who use a virus to disable the Enterprise computers and to control the flow of
sensor information to the vessel.  The Klingons double-cross Finney, who
escapes and helps a stranded McCoy and Spock reunite with the Enterprise,
as well as defeat the virus.  The Klingons kill Carmody rather than allow him
to be captured (TOS: 55)

Placement:   Historians Note states this takes place in last year of
original 5-year mission, Takes place after a Private Little War (54) never
encountered a Klingon cloaking device (191)

5 d The Enterprise encounters an anomaly at the Crossroads Nebula, and loses
nearly five days of ship time.  They discover that during this period the star of
Tau Ceti III experienced a massive solar flare, destroying the Yoon
civilization.  Evidence supports the fact that an outside agency may have
been responsible for both events.  (TOS:  71).

Time:   Spock reports that five days have been erased from ship logs 
(255).
Placement:   Takes place, four years, nine months into 5-year mission 
(HN), States Kirk was 34 going in, and 39 coming out (274).
Info:   Republic once beamed up ten wounded men (187), Kirk
remembers a Klingon vessel exploded above Thalia III (187), Kirk once
on board the damaged Van der Vekken (187). Kirk remembers shaking
the Kargite president’s hand (187).

???? The Enterprise returns to Earth, completing her five-year mission.  Kirk’s
request to be assigned the captaincy of the Victorious is denied.

Placement:   Refers to the Rittenhouse scandal (58)
Info:  Tomson was chief of Enterprise security for three three years
(165)

2269                                                                            

???? Djanai dissidents kidnap Ambassador Sarek and Lt. Commander Uhura.
Admirals Kirk and Ciana effect their rescue and to start a dialogue between
the Inari and the Djanai (TLY).



Placement:   Uhura states that she has met Sraek only once before
(184).

???? Kolinahr student Sekar steals the katra of Vulcan High Master Zakal to deliver
to the Romulans.  Zakal consumes Sekar’s mind, kidnaps Leonard McCoy, and
causes the destruction of a Romulan cruisers crew when they attempt to
betray him.  With the help of Spock and Kirk, McCoy is rescued, but Dr.
Keridwen Lewellen dies in the rescue (TLY)

5 d? During the celebration of Apollo Day, Kirk stumbles upon a Klingon attempt to
kidnap a Klingon expatriate living in New York who has made a physics
breakthrough in warp travel theory.  Kirk’s assistant Kevin Riley assists the
physicicst G’Dath in escaping from the kidnappers, rescuing several hostages
as well (TOS:  54).

Placement:  Takes place Shortly before ST:  TMP (HN); 8 months after
TLY
Paradox:   Apollo Tricentennial should be in 2269.  Perhaps an arbitrary
day was chosen to celebrate all Apollo missions? (119).  G’Dath refers
to one nuclear war in Earth history, and is apparently referring to WWII
(180).  The wording is sufficiently vague enough to mean WWIII, but
would make the assertion it was limited nuclear war rather than the
massive war alluded to in other sources.

18 d A conspiracy of Starfleet security personnel led by retired Starfleet captain
Jackson Kahle manipulates the conflict between the Klingons and Romulans
by giving the Romulans access to Klingon disruptor technology and Klingons
the plans to the Romulan cloaking device.  The conspirators attempt to place
the blame of these acts on Lt. Sulu and Ensign Chekov.  With the help of
Admiral Kirk and other members of the former Enterprise crew, the plot is
exposed and Sulu and Chekov cleared of all charges (TOS: 70).

Placement:   Takes place directly after the Lost Years (HN)
Time:   Novel takes place between Dec.14, 2269 and Jan. 1, 2270

2272                                                                            

3 d While on vacation at the theme park city Demora in the Sahara, Sulu
becomes embroiled in intergalactic espionage.

Placement:  Nearly twenty years prior to the events in TOS: 76, Six 
months prior to ST: TMP

???? Kirk and McCoy attend the last test of the Recovery, an automated med-evac
vessel capable of performing mass planetary evacuations.  A Tholian plot to
kill Admiral Kirk uses the creator of the Recovery.  Forcing Dr. Shulman to
alter Recovery’s programming, the vessel fires on attending vessels, including



Klingon and Romulan observers.  Under the command of Admiral Kirk, cadets
aboard the USS Paladin help to disable the vessel and defeat the Tholians
with the aid of individuals both aboard the Recovery and on the Klingon
vessel.  The Recovery is destroyed and Dr. Shulman killed, as well as
numerous Starfleet personnel, the heads of the Federation Disaster Relief
Agency (Jason Albrecht, Chia Noon, Nassar Omar, Monique Thibeau), the
crew of the Romulan vessel, and a Klingon away team (TOS: 73).

Info:   Kirk recalls fight with pirates in the Xenia system (96)

1 d During the refit of the Enterprise, Captain Will Decker discovers a pair of
Romulan spies disguised as computer technicians.  The pair are attempting a
virtual reenactment of the Romulan plot to disable and capture the Enterprise
that they employed nearly twenty years earlier during its original launch
under the command of Captain April.  Captain Decker stops their plan and
enacts the capture of one of the spies, while the other commits suicide.  Soon
thereafter, the Enterprise is brought online and launched to investigate the
approaching Vejur cloud under the command of Admiral Kirk.

The Enterprise moves to intercept the Vejur cloud prior to it reaching Earth.
The crew discovers that this immense sentient machine is the product of the
reprogramming of the Earth Voyager VI probe by a race of intelligent
machines.  The new consciousness is attempting to bring its knowledge to its
creators.  Captain Will Decker sacrifices himself to the machine and
transcends corporeality, thereby completed Vejur’s mission and saving the
Earth.

Info:  Kirk states 94 crewmembers died on the five-year mission (8).
Paradox:  States Kirk took command of Ent 9 years ago (47), Chapel
joined crew seven years ago (94), warp drive invented about 100 years
earlier (102).

3 d While studying the Stone Age civilizations of the Helvans, Captain Kirk is
kidnapped and his memory wiped of the event.  Admiral Savaj arrives the
next day and relieves Kirk of command, placing Spock in command of the
ship.  Kirk, under the influence of aliens, attempts to kill both Savaj and
Spock several times. The crew discovers the Designers, who are
experimenting with increasing violence across the galaxy.  The trio manage to
compel the Designers to end their experimentation in this galaxy (TOS: 5)

Placement:   Shortly after the events of Star Trek:  TMP (13), After
Surprise from the New Voyages (59), After Errand of Mercy (91), After
Mindsifter (91)
Time:  One Day (25), 1 day (63), 1 day (123)

2 d While surveying Cragon V for Klingon influence, an away team led by Kirk is
attacked by Klingon forces after a meeting with the self-proclaimed god of the
planet, Weyland.  When a child is killed in the crossfire, Weyland intervenes,
revealing his true form to be that of an energy creature, possibly an



Organian.  Sulu, Chekov, and Scotty are thrust into the past, to face
execution for their crimes. Sulu finds himself in samurai -era Japan, fighting a
hopeless battle.  Scotty finds himself in Scotland during the 18th century,
where he saves the life of the long time ancestor of Matt Jeffries, the designer
of the Jeffries tube.  Chekov finds himself in Russia during World War II,
where he saves the life of James Kirk’s ancestor.  Weyland, impressed by
both their conduct and that of Kirk and the Klingon commander in response to
a Klingon mutiny, allow the crewmembers to return and the ships to depart
(TOS: 52)

2274                                                                            

10 d The Enterprise delivers Federation ambassador Mark Rosseau to the planet
Nova Empyrea to negotiate for the continuation of a scientific outpost on
planet. While there, the Empyrean President, Elizabeth March, requests
political asylum for her daughter, who is genetically impure under Empyrean
law and could face execution.  While she is undergoing treatment on the
Enterprise that would allow her to remain on Empyrea, McCoy is kidnapped by
a youth on the planet who is seeking asylum as well.  McCoy talks the boy
into surrendering; the Federation outpost’s tenure is extended after a narrow
vote.  Spock and Scott keep the outpost’s reactor from going critical following
a breakdown of machinery and software. (TOS: 72).

Placement:   Takes place two years after TMP, Space Seed took place
app. 6 years earlier (24), McCoy’s resigning from Feynman was
eighteen years ago (25)
Paradox:   Rosseau and Kirk met ten years ago in 2264, just prior to
Rosseau’s retirement and just after Kirk took command of the
Enterprise. (21)
Time:   3 d from orders to Starbase 86 (5), 7 d on Nova Empyrea (251)

2275 - 2294 (?)                                                          

5 d The Enterprise spends 5-6 days in refit at SB 12.  While on leave, Kirk reads 
the novel The Final Reflection.  (TOS: 16).

Placement:   Refers to ten years of Peace Organia; set after TMP (15)
Paradox:   Rand is still Yeoman (17)

20 d?  The Enterprise is sent to the planet Nordstral to investigate outbreaks of
dementia at a research facility set up by Nordstral Pharmaceuticals and to
conduct a search and rescue operation for a crashed shuttlecraft.  Chekov and
Uhura lead a  security detail to the planet and are pursued by religious
fanatics led by a Kitka suffering from dementia.  McCoy and Kirk are caught
on a plankton harvesting submarine, having to fend off the sub’s doctor, who
is suffering from dementia, and face a series of natural disasters resulting



from the shifting of Nordstral’s magnetic field.  Spock determines the
fluctuating magnetic fields and dementia are the result of the harvesting of
the planet’s magnetic plankton, which keeps kept a delicate equilibrium of the
planet’s ecology.  With the Enterprise’ís help, th’s help, the magnetic plankton
are cloned and the plankton population of Nordstral is brought back to
normal. (TOS: 60).

Placement:  Uhura says she has been in Starfleet Twelve years (41)
Time:  Go to planet on second day.  Chekov and party chased through 
next day. Chekov was then unconscious for fifty hours.  On ship for one 
day before Spock predicts planet equilibrium will be restored in 14 
days:  no indication that Enterprise will be on-site until then.

???? Experimental weapons researcher Muav Haslev defects from Andor to the
Orion government, an event that leads to a tense political situation along the
two government's common border (TOS: 62, 24)

???? The Kongo collides with a cosmic string while en route to the Andorian Sector;
the resulting energy pulse through the warp engines results in the death of
one hundred crewmembers. (TOS: 62)

23 d The Enterprise is reassigned from a survey of the Canopis sector to patrol the
Andorian/Orion border to monitor a tense stand off between the two
governments following the defection of Andorian scientist Muav Haslev.
Haslev smuggles himself on board the Enterprise; an Orion operative,
disguised as a member of the Federation Auditor General team, murders the
rest of the auditors and causes several acts of sabotage before the Chekov
manages to stop him.  Muav Haslev is captured and remanded to Andorian
custody (TOS: 62).

Time:   Two days, after returning to Sigma One, Ent. Is in dock for
three weeks (276)

4 d Three months after bringing Spock to Vulcan, the Enterprise crew elects to
leave asylum on Vulcan and return to Earth for trial.  Commander Spock
chooses to accompany them.  While en route, Earth become threatened by an
alien probe attempting to obliterate all life on Earth.  Spock identifies that the
probe is attempting to communicate with humpback whales, extinct some two
hundred years.  Using their stolen Klingon vessel, the Enterprise command
crew travels back in time to 1986 and transports two whales back to the
future.  Its call answered, the Probe leaves and Earth is spared (ST: IV).

3 d The Enterprise crew is cleared of charges except for Admiral Kirk, who is 
demoted to captain and assigned the newly commissioned Enterprise NCC-
1701-A (ST: IV).

Time:  Three days after saving Earth



21 d Ambassadors of the Federation, Klingon, and Romulan governments are taken
hostage by the Galactic Army of Light on Nimbus III.  The Enterprise is sent
to defuse the situation and discovers the Army of Light is led by Sybok,
Spock’s half-brother and believer of the existence of Sha Ka Ree, or Eden.
Sybok and his followers commandeer the Enterprise and use it to pierce the
Great Barrier at the center of the Galaxy.  While under attack by a pursuing
Klingon vessel, the crew discovers that Sha Ka Ree is a prison for a powerful
ener gy being known as the One.  The crew manages to defeat the One and
escape the planet, but Sybok is killed in the escape (ST: V)

Placement:  Takes place several days after the events of ST: IV

26 d In the wake of the Praetor’s death, the Enterprise is assigned to a scientific
and diplomatic exchange with the Romulans at Themaris IV.  The detente is
strained by a number of factors:  the defection of Romulan musician Jandra
and her twin, the archeologist Dajan; Romulan subversives attempt to
sabotage the conference; their actions that seriously injure Federation
ambassador Kevin Riley, and the attack on Wlaariivi by the alien Probe.  With
the help of the Romulan defectors, the Probe message is finally deciphered
and communication made with the alien intelligence.  The Probe transports
the Federation and Romulan delegations to its home world in the Delta
Quadrant to seek advice of its creators, only to find them destroyed.
Following a failed Romulan attack on the Probe, meaningful contact is
established with the Probe and the delegations are returned to Themaris.  The
Enterprise returns to Earth with the Romulan defectors.

Placement:  Three weeks after STIV (6)., One mission between STIV
and this mission (7)
Time:  14 days to Temaris IV (110), 3 days (162), 3 days (259), 6 24
days (332).

5 d? The Enterprise is chosen for the second contact with the Calligar.
Commodore Jose Tyler, Ambassador Fox, and computer designer Richard
Daystrom, as well as representatives of Andor (Thak) and Tellar (Shondar
Dorkin) are present. Due to a collision with crewman Hicks, Ambassador Fox
suffered moderate injuries and is required to remain on ship. Relations
become tense when the Calligar representative to he Enterprise., Master
Builder Ecma, requests asylum from the Federation to avoid Thinni ng.  The
Calligar take the Federation envoys to their world hostage, demanding the
return of their Master Builder; Tellarite ambassador Dorkin is killed.  Kirk goes
through the Rift to plead the Master Builder’s case.  Kirk and Spock, in
communion with the Calligar Worldnet, uncover that Ecma’s thinning order
was a murder attempt perpetrated by her son, Regger.  The rift closes
prematurely due to its interaction with the warp engines of a Tellarite vessel
seeking to avenge Dorkin’s death.  All Alpha Quadrant personnel escape just
prior to the Rift’s Closing (TOS: 57).

Placement:   Takes place 'not long' after STV (211).



4 d Enterprise is assigned to deliver Spock's niece Teska from Earth to Vulcan,
where she will be bonded to a Romulan boy in the hopes of starting the
process of Reunification.  While en route, the Enterprise shuttles the Rigellian
delegation to the Federation to Rigel.  While on planet, Teska witnesses the
murder of the Federation ambassador to Rigel when she mind melds with the
dying diplomat. Detained for the trial, Spock and Teska stay on planet while
the Enterprise continues to its rendezvous with the Romulan envoy.  Not
recognizing the mind meld as a valid testimony, the accused are acquitted,
and then proceed to attempt to silence Spock and his niece.  The Enterprise
stages a rescue of the Romulan envoy, who were captured by Romulan
pirates, and then returns to Rigel in time to save the pair from the criminal
cartel (TOS:  82).

Time:   Less than Two days from Earth to Rigel V (ST: 82, 33).
Placement:   Takes Place shortly after ST VI (HN), Twenty-one years
after end of this mission, Teska and Hasmek are joined on Vulcan (TOS:
82, 269).

???? While patrolling the Neutral Zone, the Enterprise discovers a derelict Romulan
space station, the finst of its type.  An away team consisting of Spock, McCoy,
and three ensigns discover the crew of the station were killed by a
spaceborne creature that fed of the energy of the station’s reactor core and
the energy of the Romulan’s own body.  Matters are complicated when the
Enterprise suffers from the energy drain as well as comes in conflict with a
Romulan cruiser sent to investigate the station's disappearance.  The
Romulans attempt to self-destruct the station; however, the creature absorbs
the explosion and divides into multiple organisms, which then depart the
sector. (TOS: 63).

Placement:   Takes place after Ice Trap, as McCoy thinks of Nordstral,
Dr. Chapel (101), McCoy after Journey to Babel (11), after Bloodthirst;
as Kirk knows what vamy’s thought of Jim's pasttime of climbing
mountains:after ST V (117).
Paradox:  This is the first Romulan space station?  Seems this is pretty
late for a race that controls a multisystem empire.  Rather, we could
see this might be the first Romubeing less than a week ago.

21 d Enterprise under the command of Captain Spock begins a three-week training
cruise.

11 d After reading the novel Strangers from the Sky, Admiral Kirk starts to recover
memories blanked from his time travel to that particular event.  Concerned
for his safety and fearing dementia, McCoy and Starfleet Medical take him
into custody.  Spock, also suffering the same memory recall, travels to Earth,
and, ill, travels to Earth, and, in a mind meld with Kirk, uncovers the truth
(TOS: SFTS).

Time:   Three days (100), Two days from Spock's message (149), six to
Earth (150).
Placement:  After Dwellers in the Crucible (53)



2281                                                                            

2 d Sulu discovers that Susan Ling is dead and that he has a daughter, Demora
Sulu (TOS: 76, 146).

Placement:   Just prior to Kirk’s acceptance of Academy post (TOS: 76, 
146) Thirteen years prior to the events in TOS: 76 (TOS: 76, 142).

2285                                                                            

60 d While on a two-month mapping expedition, 158 crew members are stricken
with a mutated virus caused by a Carreon virbac, replicated in the ships’
replicators. Saavik prevents the Carreon doctor who inadvertently caused the
epidemic from committing ritual suicide. (ENL)

Placement:   16 years after the TOS  events in The Cage (ENL, 173),  
Just prior to Star Trek II (ENL, 200)

Kirk meets Antonia while at his uncle’s farm in Iowa (TNG: STG, 212).

2287                                                                            

Kirk tells Antonia that he is returning to Starfleet (TNG: STG, 210).

2293                                                                            

???? The Enterprise is sent to escort Klingon Chancellor Gorkon to Earth for peace
talks with the Federation.  A cabal of Klingons, Romulans, and Starfleet
personnel interested in maintaining the current balance of power assassinates
Chancellor Gorkon.  A Klingon vessel capable of firing while cloaked places the
blame on the assassination on the Enterprise and her crew. A Klingon court
sentences Kirk and McCoy to the penal colony of Rura Penthe.  The Enterprise
frees the prisoners and, with the help of the Captain Sulu and the Excelsior,
prevent the cabal from killing the daughter of the Klingon ambassador at the
Peace talks at Khitomer (ST: VI).

Time:  10 years, app., after Star Trek III (4)

???? The Enterprise-A is sent to protect Federation colonies under attack by
Klingon renegades along the Neutral Zone



???? Ambassador Sarek discovers that Romulan operatives, using orphaned
Vulcans, have disguised themselves as an alien race known as the Freelans
and are influencing events both in the Klingon Empire and in the Federation.
With the help of the Enterprise crew and elements of the Romulan and
Klingon fleets, the ambassador stops an invasion of Federation space by
renegade Klingons and exposes the Freelan for what they are, averting
interstellar war (ST: S).

Placement:   The first chapter seems to allude to the events of Star
Trek VI, but does not explicitly state this fact.  The enterprise has just
been in a battle.

1 d The Enterprise is returning to Earth for decommissioning when they receive a
distress call from the Bill or Rights in orbit over Faramond.  The Enterprise
arrives in time to rescue the Bill of Rights as Roy Moss attempts to activate an
ancient long distance transporter, which subsequently destroys the planet in a
massive matter-antimatter reaction (TOS: BD)

Placement:   45 years after events that happened when Kirk was 16

1 d The Enterprise-A is decommissioned at Earth (TNG: STG,1).

2294                                                                            

1 d Kirk, Chekov, and Scott attend the maiden voyage of the Enterprise-B, under
the command of John Harriman.  The ship responds to a distress call by a pair
of freighters transporting El Aurien refugees to Earth caught in the Nexus, a
fast-moving energy vortex.  The Enterprise-B, which is not fully functional
and has a skeleton crew, has difficulty in the rescue.  In an attempt to break
fee of the Nexus, the Enterprise-B suffers heavy damage: Kirk is thrown out
through a hull breach and consumed by the Nexus. (TNG: STG).

1 d The Enterprise-B, while en route to the coronation ceremonies on Donatti II, 
responds to a distress call from the planet Askalon V.  Crewman Demora Sulu
apparently devolves into a wild animal, and Captain Harrison is forced to kill 
her to protect the away team (TOS: 76).

3 d ? Enterprise-B returns to Earth to attend Demora Sulu’s funeral (TOS: 76).

2 d ? Enterprise-B scheduled to deliver Admiral Harrison to the coronations on
Donatti II; while en route, they are diverted to keep the Excelsior from
violating the quarantine placed on Askalon V.  Captain Harriman intervenes
on Captain Sulu’s behalf, and helps rescue the captain and his captive
daughter from a horde of clones created by the same technology that exists
on the Shore Leave planet (TOS: 76).



2296                                                                            

6 d ? The Intrepid II responds to an assistance call from Captain David Rabin, head
of a Starfleet Outpost on Obsidian.  McCoy is captured by Romulans working
with The Vulcan secessionist Sered.  Spock and Rabin manage to bring the
nomadic tribes together against the Romulans and their sabotage of the
Federation assistance programs is revealed. (ST: VF).

2300s                                                                          

2 d? Romulan forces mass along the Neutral Zone in preparation for an attack on
Federation colonies.  With the aid of a Federation spy within the Empire, the
Enterprise-B captures a Romulan High Examiner and trick him into revealing
the identities of several moles within Starfleet in an elaborate holodeck ruse
in which the Examiner believes he is interrogating Captain Harriman (ENL)

6 m The Enterprise-C, first of the Ambassador class vessels, in launched under the
command of Captain Rachel Garrett, former Federation ambassador to the
Klingon Empire.  After six months of routine assignments, the Enterprise
begins searching for suitable colony worlds for the Warin and comes under
attack by unknown vessels. 27 crewmen are killed in the exchange, and the
sector is declared off-limits by Starfleet (ENL).

To Be Placed                                                               

14 d While en route to Forever World, the Enterprise nearly collides with a negative
star mass. After achieving orbit, the ship discovers a massive alien starship
left derelict for 300 million years.  Within the vessel they find a trapped non-
corporeal entity that attempts to take control of the Enterprise computer
system’s. Kirk convinces the creature that the Enterprise will collide with the
star mass during a slingshot maneuver and the vessel escapes the gravity
well, and the creature (STL1: BF)

Note:  Is this the same type of creature as the One?  Energy creature,
in need of a starship, controls through processes, appears as glowing
mist, and tries to take the ship to the Heart of the Galaxy - to free its
mate or companion?

2 d Enterprise delivers historians to the Forever World and Kirk and Spock
accompany one of the historians on a mission to the past of the Orion Empire.
While on Orion, these three are unaffected by a time distortion in which Spock
is killed as a child.  After returning to an altered future, Spock travels back
into Vulcan’s past to save himself from a Le-Matya attack during his Kas-
Wahn ritual (STL1: Y)



5 d ? The Enterprise is called from the Forever World to the Pallas system, where
the Cloud, an immense space organism that consumes planets and
transforms them into antimatter, threatens the 82 million inhabitants of
Mantilles.  Absorbed by the creature, the crew must restart the engines while
facing destruction in the matter/antimatter conversion of the creature’s
meals.  Spock manages to establish a mind link with the organism and
convince it that smaller sentient life exists.  The Cloud returns to deep space
(STL1: OP)

Time:  2.5 days from Forever World

7 d ? The Enterprise ferries Prince Vikram from the Federation to Angira.  While
going on to Beta Carinae with needed medical supplies, the ship leaves
behind Sulu and Spock to help update Angiran star charts.  A rebellion of
nobles against the Emperor leads Prince Vikram to the throne, and Sulu and
Spock must help the prince escape the nobles and raise an army to save his
throne (TOS: 22).

5 d The Enterprise is called to investigate a rupture in space-time near the U. S.S.
Cochise, similar to the Gate the Enterprise discovered in the Sagittarius Arm.
They discover that the gate system is breaking down, causing unnatural
portal to open throughout space.  An alien entity within the Nexus begins to
cause irrational, blinding fear in people, resulting is madness and suicidal
acts.  Unable to determine the cause of the breakdown, the Enterprise refuses
to follow orders when the madness reached Starfleet Command and enters
the gate system. They are trapped by a device designed to locate the alien
entity an banish infected ships, and are deposited in an another universe is
deep extragalactic space.  With the help of the android vessel Kremastor, the
Enterprise escapes the trap and makes contact with the alien entity, part of a
group consciousness from a completely alien universe.  The entity helps
Kremastor destroy the primary Nexus and shut down the gate system.

Time:  2 days to Saittarius Arm, one day there, two days to repair
Devlin’s engines.

11 d The Enterprise is sent to Trefolg to oversee the transport of prisoners to
Starfleet HQ.  The prisoners, a group of United Expansion Party fanatics led
by Hander Morl, were attempting to foment wear between the Federation and
the Romulans.  Captain Kirk diverts to Trellisane after receiving a message of
Klingon interference in that system.  While on the surface of Trellisane with
McCoy and Spock, Kirk become stranded when the prisoners escape the brig
and take over the Enterprise in an attempt to complete their mission.  The
away team tries to organize resistance against a Sealon/Klingon invasion of
the planet, during which McCoy discovers the nature of the treatment of
yegemot in Trellisane society.  Kirk convinces the Klingons to help him stop
the Enterprise, but not before the ship is attacked by Romulan forces.  While
Kirk convinces the Klingons and Romulans to broker a new peace treaty
regarding the status of the Trellisane system, Spock and McCoy establish



diplomatic relations between Sealon and Trellisane and a peace agreement is
negotiated (TOS: 14)

50 d The Enterprise is directed to a patrol of the Neutral Zone following a buildup
of Romulan forces.  The mission is uneventful save an increase in disturbed
dreams among the crewmen noted by Doctor McCoy.  The dreams are
believed to be caused by a Romulan attempt to alter time that was averted,
but the evidence is inconclusive as only Captain Kirk and Spock retain any
memory of the altered universe, or “Second History’ (TOS: 24)

Time:  Patrol missions last ‘nearly two months’ (1)
Placement:  Original uniforms (79)
Paradox:   Praetor Thea states Vulcans and Romulans split biologically
millions of years ago (242); Romulan agents stop the formation of
Federation in 2097, which is some 10 years after established events
from other sources.  Kirk also states Earth has had no contact with alien
races at this point.  To fit in the timeline, I am pushing this date
back to 2077 (242)
Note:  Although Spock and Kirk state they will not try to tell of this
experience as they have no proof, I would surmise that they might
share their experiences in their sealed logs.

???? Two weeks at Memory Alpha after Lights of Zetar(TOS: 42, 111).

???? Enterprise surveys Epsilon Ionis, a black hole binary (TOS: SM, 17).

???? The Enterprise makes first contact with the Trelorians. (ST: CP) (Picard)

6 d The Enterprise is sent to Draqqa to investigate the murder of a prominent
diplomat is the Draqqi-Iach’Tu peace talks.  Kirk and Draqqi Subcommander
Orisa Jilain uncover a series of murders perpetuated by a surgically altered
Iach’Tu seeking revenge on Draqqi prison informants who had his Draqqi
lover killed (ENL).

7 d The Enterprise returns to Earth for debriefing regarding the Guardian of
Forever. Kirk nearly resigns his captaincy in the wake of the Edith Keeler
incident but changes his mind after a week of shore leave in Iowa (TOS: FF).

???? The Enterprise away team diverts a herd of rampaging dranzers on Ribal II.

Placement:   Prior to events in STL9

14 d While delivering ambassador Robert April and wife to a conference on Babel,
the Enterprise to a conference on Babel, the Enterprise is targeted by the
Wanderers Who Play, an advanced race looking to test the maturity of the
human species.  Using powerful illusions, the Wanderers convince the crew
they were transported to a negative universe, where all laws of physics and
space-time work in an opposite manner to that of ours, and watch as the
crew unravels the method to return to ‘real’ universe.  Secondly the aliens



test both the crew and that of a Klingon vessel by creating the illusion that
Char and Van Delminnen, two brilliant, reclusive scientists, had developed a
planet-smashing weapon.  After fighting a running gun battle with the Klingon
vessel, Kirk and the Klingon commander Kumara face off on illusory rogue
planetoid called Gypsy, and are finally judged by the Wanderers, who
threaten both races with annihilation if they are unable to evolve within
12,000 years to a more advanced and peaceful culture (STL7).

Time:   Estimated based on the stardate listed.

103 dEnterprise travels to Lactra VII to discover the fate of the crew of the Scout
Ship Ariel, which had gone missing.  Beaming to the surface, Kirk, Spock, and
McCoy find themselves exhibits of n intergalactic zoo run by the telepathic
Lactrans.  When one of the Lactran children is beamed aboard the Enterprise,
the race establishes contact and agrees to free the humans if they will aid in
the capture of a jawanda for their zoo.  In order to do so, the Enterprise
travels to world of Boqu.  On Boqu, they solve an epidemic threatened the
Boquans and are given a gravity well trap constructed of several moons to
capture a jawanda. Barely escaping being drug into deep space by the
jawanda, the ship manages to capture an immature specimen and bring it
back to Lactra (STL8).

Time:  Several hours on Lactra, several weeks (3) to Boqu, three weeks
and one days to find cuu days ire, five days in orbit (95), six days
untilthey encounter a Boqu (127), five weeks to Lactra (181), 2 weeks
to Boqu.

5 d The Enterprise crew discovers a deadly form of argon poisoning is the
threatening the colonists of Epsilon Delta IV when famed explorer Kostas
Spyroukis dies while en route to Epsilon from Babel.  While conducting an
emergency evacuation, the Enterprise is collected by a mad Organian named
Enowil, as well a Klingon and Romulan vessel. Enowil challenges the crew of
each vessel to a contest to discover what he is missing.  When the Enterprise
crew determines he lacks an independent critique of his creations, Enowil
agrees to create a new world for the endangered colonists (TTM).

Placement:  After Squire of Gothos (70) and Organia (72).

14 d The Enterprise takes on Pandronian observer Commander Ari bn Bem during
some standard survey missions.  While on Delta Theta III, the away teams is
captured by the natives and come into contact with a powerful non corporeal
entity.  The entity allows the away team to return to the Enterprise and the
planet is placed under quarantine.  The Enterprise travels to Science Station
24 and on to Pandro to investigate the stealing of the Tam Paupa, an organic
crown that helps the ruler of Pandro make wise decisions.  The away team
discovers that natives and Klingons attempting to transform Pandronian
wildlife into super weapons performed the theft.  The natives betray the
Klingons and the facility destroyed, and the Enterprise crew helps to save the



capital from destruction by the Klingon genetic constructs. Commander Ari bn
Bem is chosen by the Tam Paupa as the new leader of Pandro (STL9).

Time:   4 days from return from Varbox to synthesize fasirs

12 d Enterprise is sent to Boaco Six to make contact with the rebels who had
recently taken over the planet.  Klingon and Romulan influences on the
planet, and the Federation’s support of the military regime that used to be in
power strain their mission.  The situation is worsened when a group of Onlies
commandeers an experimental Starfleet vessel and destroys a Boacon envoy
en route from Boaco VIII.  With the help of the vessel’s cloaking device
inventor, Flint, the Enterprise manages to locate the vessel, but are only able
to save one of the Onlies before the vessel is destroyed by a Klingon cruiser.
The Enterprise reveals doctor Voltmer’s unethical practices in rehabilitating
the Onlies, and the Boacans normalize relations with the Federation. (TOS:
46)

Placement:   During five-year mission, after Miri and Requiem for
Methuselah (HN)
Time:  Events up to page 218 take place in about a week; probably five
more days on planet.

7 d While delivering astrophysicists and equipment to Starbase 12, Spock
becomes concerned that a clandestine Klingon mission is being performed
aboard a docked freighter.  While attempting to infiltrate the vessel, Spock is
captured and subjected to the Mind Sifter.  Escaping his captivity, Spock is
transported to Earth in the year 1867, where Klingon operatives hope to pave
the way for Earth to be incorporated into the Karsid Empire and therefore
forestall the creation of the Federation.  Kirk and crew manage to piece
together what has transpired and duplicate the Klingon method of time travel
to arrive in time to save the life of the man the Klingons attempted to kill,
Aaron Stemple, an ancestor of Spock’s and the man who halted invasion by
the Karsid (TOS: 23)

Placement:  After City on the Edge of Forever (56)
Time:  Took a little under a week to travel back to 1867.

53 d The Enterprise arrives at Starbase 1 and picks up a team of Federation
ambassadors Zarv, Donald Lorritson, and Mek Jokor  to negotiate for peace
between Ammdon and Jurnamoria.  While en route, the ship rescues Hylan
speaker Lorelei from her disabled craft.  Lorelei’s talents as a Speaker entice
the crew to commit mutiny while the engines are dangerously strained.  While
attempting to repair the engines in orbit over the Uni-Life planet, the
ambassadors are killed in an attempt to communicate with the natives before
the true nature of the Uni-Life organism is discovered.  Kirk and his away
team manage to regain control of the Enterprise and proceed to Ammdon,
where Lorelei brokers peace between the two worlds (TOS: 12)



Time:  3 weeks out (18), 15 days to Ammdon (26), three days there (?)
2 weeks back
Paradox:  States the civilization found in deep space is first advanced
civilization discovered in 20 years?

???? The Enterprise travels to Alnath II and then conducts a mapping mission of
Delta Canaris IV (TOS: 12).

Placement:   Prior to events in TOS: 12

???? The Enterprise is overhauled at Starbase 12 (TOS: 46, 16).

45 d The Enterprise is chosen to represent Starfleet in a starship regatta to
celebrate the acceptance of the planet Gulrey to the Federation. During the
race, the Enterprise foils a plot by a Romulan commander to destroy Gulrey,
as he believes the race to be a serious threat to the Romulan Empire (TOS:
67)

Paradox:   84 years after the end of the Federation/Romulan War:
McCoy has been is Starfleet 20 years (36), Kirk is 36 (38), Tellarite is
not a member of the Federation (38)
Time:  5 days to planet, 10 tugged to SB 16, 2 months of repair (TOS:
67, 304)

14 d The Enterprise returns to Earth and is decommissioned by Starfleet
Commander Morrow.  After meeting with Ambassador Sarek, Kirk discovers
that abnormal behavior exhibited by McCoy on return to Earth is the result of
a mind meld with Spock just prior to his death.  In order to save McCoy and
preserve Spock’s soul, Kirk requests to return to Genesis and is denied.  Kirk
and the command staff of the Enterprise conspire to steal the Enterprise and
return to Genesis, where Klingon Captain Kruge attacks them.  Kirk destroys
the Enterprise to keep it out of the Klingon’s hands, and manages to save
Saavik and a rejuvenated Spock from Genesis before it implodes by
commandeering the Klingnon vessel (ST: III).

16 d? The Enterprise is sent from Starbase 12 to investigate the loss of contact with
Timshel, a resort world.  Kirk goes undercover and discovers the inhabitants
of Timshel have given themselves over to the Joy Machine, a computer AI
that delivers rewards to the pleasure centers of the brain in exchange for
menial work.  The Joy Machine attempts to control the Enterprise crew, while
Kirk joins a group of rebels that finally force the Joy Machine to leave the
planet. (TOS: 80)

Time:  2 days in Timshel City, six to North, 2 there, 6 back

12 d While the Enterpris is diverted to Starbase 18 to gather agricultural supplies
for Vestra V, Spock and Chekov travel to Akkalla to review the work of a
Federation Science Outpost and determine is the mission should be extended.
Chorym forces shoot down their shuttle and are taken prisoner by Akkallan



rebels attempting to overthrow the military cabal controlling the Publican and
the government of their planet.    With the help of the academicians of the
planet, the Enterprise discovers a second civilization that lives in the oceans
of Akkalla, composed of Akkallans who undergo a physical transformation to
life in the seas.  Chorym fishing methods are altered and the government
conspiracy exposed (TOS: 33).

Placement:   After ST: TMP (HN), last events prior to the events in STII
as Kirk accepts Academy teaching position (275)
Time:  Based on Stardates

28 d The Enterprise delivers a team of xenosociologits to Midgwis via Proxima Nova
and Giermos.  While transporting back to the Enterprise, Kirk’s mind is
dislodged from his body by the Ghost Walker Geshkerroth.  The transporter
effect, however, keeps Kirk’s mental essence from dissipating, and Kirk
spends nearly a week attempting contact with the crew before they realize
what has occurred.  Storing Kirk’s mental construct in a computer shell similar
to Sargon’s Device, Spock finally leads a group of crew against the possessed
captain and convince the Midgwins to help restore the captain (TOS: 53)

Placement:  Fourth year of the 5-year mission (TOS: 53, HN), after
Sargon (11), two years after the Organian Peace Treaty was signed
(52)
Time:  Two weeks to Elcidar Beta III (3), Kirk spends a week outside
out of body (192), 5 days back (conjecture).

???? Enterprise fight with pirates in the Xenia system (96)

Placement:  Takes place before 2272

2 d Kirk and Spock spend two days in quarantine on the Galileo due to an
outbreak of s’rellian drypox (ST: CP)

Placement:  Six weeks prior to ST: CP

45 d? The Enterprise investigates raider attacks on the agricultural world or Arianti.
While on planet, Spock suffers traumatic head injuries after leaping from a
cliff to avoid being killed by Romulan operatives.  After installing planetary
shielding, the Ariantu are again attacked, and several crewmembers are
killed.  A Romulan agent posing as a Starfleet neurologist infiltrates the ship
and plays Kirk and McCoy against one another while ensuring Spock does not
regain his memory.  Spock requests leave on Vulcan and is nearly killed by
Romulan agents after recovering his memory.  Kirk and McCoy join Spock on
Vulcan after delivering delegates to a special Federation Council session to
discuss the Arianti situation.  Romulan agents on board the Enterprise kill
several diplomats. Upon returning to Arianti, Spock and Kirk infiltrate the
base, where a Romulan fifth column, led by the female Romulan agent, aids
them in disabling the base.  Romulan personnel destroy the base rather than
face capture. (TOS: 27).



Placement:  Four and a half months since shore leave on Regla Kanete
(9), after Vulcan Academy Murders (28), Thompson is security chief
(74)
Time:   No definite time periods are named, but based on the
supposition that there were at least two weeks of therapy prior to Spock
leaving, six-seven weeks seems appropriate to the story pacing.

21 d? While attempting a rescue operation, Kirk is kidnapped by Klingons and
convinced by an elaborate Klingon ruse that he was stranded in a time
discontinuity for over one hundred years.  In this future, a group of peaceful
“New Klingons” plans to travel back in time to ensure that the future unfolds
as it should by leading a fleet to Earth for formal negotiations with the
Federation.  With the aid of the Enterprise crew, Kirk uncovers the Klingon
deception and stops their invasion fleet from entering Federation space.  In
addition, they uncover a web of Klingon sleeper agents spread through the
Federation and Starfleet.

Placement:   Takes places after a harrowing mission at a Federation
outpost (11); after Vejur (12), Crisis on Centaurus (174).
Time:   2 weeks for repair at Starbase 17 (79)
Paradox:  Spock refers to his status as the solitary Vulcan in the fleet
(102).

14 d The Enterprise is diverted from a mapping expedition to act as a diplomatic
shuttle for a Kaldorni delegation to La Paz. Spock takes leave to attend a
symposium of Vulcan (TOS:  51).  While en route, Kirk uncovers two spies
attempting to sabotage the mission; Cecilia Simons, wife of Comissioner
Montoya, who is working for a criminal syndicate, and a Yagran assassin,
attempting to halt the colonization of their world by the Kaldorni.  Kirk
renegotiates the Kaldorni and Beystohnai accords for Yagra, leaving it a
protected world for its own citizens.

Placement:  Shortly after ST: TMP (HN)

24 d The Enterprise leaves the Wagner Trading Post to investigate an apparent
Klingon attack against a Frenni merchant caravan.  While attempting to
rescue the remaining Frenni, the Enterprise is ambushed and severely
damaged; seventeen crewmembers are killed.  While repairing the vessel,
McCoy suffers head trauma and suffers from short-term amnesia, losing the
past 25 years of his life.  The ship also discovers an abandoned Klingon vessel
and begins returning to Wagner at impulse power using the vessel as a
watchship.  After fending off several attacks by Raven-controlled forces, the
crew discovers the true nature of the Ravens thanks to a memory of Dr.
McCoy.  During the final assault against Raven forces on the Wagner Trading
Post, Spock is seriously injured and working in surgery causes McCoy’s
amnesia to dissipate (TOS:  34).



Placement:  shortly after a truce between the Federation and the
Klingons (TOS:
 34, 22); McCoy is 48 (88)
Time:  Hours to Frenni ships, 2 days (33), 2 days (?), 13 days to
Wagner (103). Estimate at least a week to repair the Enterprise

9 d While undergoing maintenance at Starbase 13, the Enterprise is sent to the
quarantined planet Heartland to investigate Gilla Dupree’s claim that he father
Jacob Kell is living on the planet.  The Enterprise crew discovers Kell living
among the Danon, the natives of Heartland, who maintain a massive
computer that acts as a defense mechanism for the planet and that contains
the consciousness of all Danon who had previously lived.  Gilla Dupree
voluntarily takes a place in the Great Machine to ensure that the Enterprise
can safely leave the planet.

Time:   3 days to Heartland, app 3 days on planet, 3 days back to
Starbase 13

10 d Tne Enterprise is directed to lead a task force to Dekkanar to retrieve
Federation personnel following a period of civil unrest on that planet.  While
attempting to adhere to the strict rules of engagement in this mission, the
task force comes under attack first by Dekkan rebel factions and then by a
renegade Klingon commander attempting to force the Federation into
violating the Organian Treaty.  With the help of other Klingon vessels, Kirk
confronts the experimental vessel, an automated heavy cruiser, capable of
firing while cloaked, which is commanded by a smaller attendant vessel.  The
vessel is destroyed and order restored on Dekkanar (TOS:  48).

Placement:  Between TMP and WOK (HN), Tomson is Security Chief,
After The Romulan Way (TOS:  35) (152)
Time:  3 days from rendezvous to Dekkanar (74), 7 days from start of
novel (75)

47 d The Guardian of Forever begins to project time displacement waves that
prematurely age stars and threaten to destroy numerous populated systems.
Several starships and Alpha Centauri B are destroyed.  Kirk is given command
of the Enterprise and is ordered to attempt contact with the Guardian.  When
the telepath assigned to help in the mission lapses into a coma, Kirk, Spock,
and McCoy use the Guardian to travel back to Sarpeidon’s past to recover
Spock’s son Zar to attempt contact.  Zar succeeds in making contact and the
Guardian brings its creators, the Originators, back to our universe.  The
Originators are highly unstable, and with the help of the Gauardian, are
forced to remove themselves from our reality.  The crew then helps Zar win a
decisive battle in Sarpeidon’’s history, saving Zar’s life in the process (TOS:
39).

Time:  15 hours from Earth, 10 days to Gateway (57), five weeks in
orbit,
Placement:  Takes place after TMP and Deep Domain (HN), 6 months



after Winona Kirk’s death (12), 1 month since seeing Spock (14), 14.5
years after first mission to Sarpeidon (43), 10 years after last seeing
David Marcus (299), I month prior to Star Trek II ? (302)

20 d The Enterprise is sent to make contact with the three sentient species of
Flyspeck.  While conducting their survey, Kirk I transported through time by a
member of the ;At.  Left in command of the Enterprise, Dr. McCoy handles
delicate negotiations with intruding Klingons and joins forces with them when
an Orion pirate vessel attacks.  Diplomatic relations are established with the
inhabitants of Flyspeck (TOS:  50).

Time:   1 week layover at Earth (13), 3 days to Flyspeck (26), two days
on planet, 2 days with Kirk missing (257); text refers to Enterprise
remaining for at least a month, but we can surmise it will be called
away, we estimate in six days (278)
Placement: During first 5-year mission – refers to Burke, Kerasus (30),
Tanzer, and Tomson (108)

???? The Enterprise makes contact with the wave-dancers of Bellatrix V (TOS:  39,
103)

???? The Enterprise takes care of the Giant Rat or Tamuras (TOS:  39, 103)

???? The Enterprise participates in the deathday celebration of the Arch-Duchess
Gliszppk of Rumon Alpha II. (TOS:  39, 103)

???? The Enterprise participates in the investiture of the Neo-Pope of Ecathalos.
(TOS:  39, 103)

7 d ? While mapping uncharted systems, the Enterprise responds to a distress
signal from Tanis, where they discover a secret bioweapons facility built by
rogue elements of Starfleet.  The Enterprise rescues the one survivor, Dr.
Jeffrey Adams, who has killed the other scientists of the facility after being
exposed to an engineered microbe that causes symptoms akin to vampirism.
The prisoner is delivered to Starbase 9, but Adams escaped and stows away
on board the Enterprise.  Kirk uncovers a conspiracy between Adams and
Admiral Mendez of Starfleet Weapons Research to develop a pathogen
capable of wiping out the Romulans.  While attempting to find evidence on
Tanis, the Enterprise is attacked by Romulan forces.  Mendez is arrested when
Adams confesses. (TOS: 37)

Time:  Several days into mapping mission (13).
Placement:   After Demons (136)

2 d While mapping the Arachnae Nebula, the Enterprise receives a coded
transmission from the Cephenes star system.  In investigating the signal, the
ship triggers an automated defense system that subjects the crew to a
radiation that causes the crew to shrink to nearly a quarter inch tall.  Before
the transformation is made irreversible, Kirk manages contact with the



inhabitants of the world, a human colony long since affected, and finds a way
to reverse the process.  The colony of Terratin is relocated to the planet
Verdantin (STL4: TI).

6 d The Enterprise is called to investigate ship disappearances around the Delta
Triangle and stumbles into a Klingon ambush.  During the battle, the
Enterprise and the Klingon vessel Klothos are shifted into a time-space
irregularity in the delta Triangle.  The bubble contains hundreds of ships from
various cultures and the survivors of those derelicts.  The Klingon and
Federation personnel work together to escape the bubble.  The crerw
discovers a Klingon plot to destroy the Enterprise right after escaping the
bubble and the explosives are defused (STL4: TT)

Time:  Have 96 hours to escape bubble

6 d ? The Enterprise is directed to protect a convoy of automated grain carriers to
Sherman’s Planet. The mission is threatened by both a  Klingon privateer and
by Cyrano Jones, who has created a genetically modified tribble that grows to
tremendous size.

Time: Starts a few days after STL4:TT (165)

10 d? The Enterprise conducts a survey of the planet Argos. A sea creature attacks
Kirk and Spock’s shuttle and they are lost at sea for five days.  When located,
the crew discovers that they are mutating into aquatic life forms after
exposure to Aquan genetic science.  With the help of the native Aquans, the
transformation is reversed and the Enterprise stops a series of seismic
disturbances that threaten the local population (STL5: AE)

 Time:  Five days search for landing party (241)

6 d? Kirk, Spock, and other crewmembers contract choriocytosis, a disease fatal to
Vulcans.  When the freighter delivering the treatment is attacked en route by
a pirate vessel, the Enterprise intervenes and uncovers the Orion duplicity in
interstellar pirating.  The drug is retrieved and Spock is cured.

3 d? The Enterprise is diverted to meet with a Vedalan Asteroid and attend to a
meeting asked for by the Vedalans.  Kirk and Spock are joined with a quartet
of aliens to retrieve the Soul of Alar, a stolen Skorr spiritual relic that
threatens to cause a jihad of the Skorr against the galaxy.  On a strange
artificial world, the companions retrieve the Soul and uncover the Hereditary
Prince of the Skorr as the architect of its theft (STL5: J)

Time:  Time on planet is out of sync with normal time – the three days
are an estimate of how much time was involved in travel to the
Asteroid.

180 d Romulan and Klingon agents kidnap five members of the Warrantors of the
Peace in an attempt to foment unrest in the Federation.  The Enterprise is



directed to the Romulan Neutral Zone, where they are officially directed to
patrol the border. Secretly they are acting under orders of Starfleet
Intelligence to be prepared for a rescue mission. Commander Sulu is inserted
in disguise into the Romulan Empire o ascertain the Warrantors whereabouts.
Once uncovered, the Enterprise enters Klingon space and effects the rescue of
the two survivors, the Vulcan and Human Warrantors Cleante al’Faisal and T’
Shael (TOS: 25).

Time:  6 months from kidnapping to rescue (279)
Placement: 28 years since Spock went to the Academy (135); just prior
to Star Trek II as Saavik is a crewmember

5 d? Enterprise crewmember Jean Czerny is chosen by Starfleet Intelligence to be
captured by Klingon forces and then work to make contact with pro-
Federation sympathizers led by the Directrix of Peneli, Mara.  At the same
time she is to influence the heir to the throne of Tahrn, Kang, to enter treaty
talks with the Federation.  Before she is kidnapped, however, an earthquake
destroys the agricultural station on Sherman’s Planet.  Although Czerny is
taken by the Klingons, she suffers amnesia and forgets her assignment (TOS:
26).

Placement: Two years after Trouble With Tribbles (37)
Paradox:  Kirk states he was a midshipman during Tarsus Four
Massacre (47)

7 d? While patrolling the Romulan Neutral Zone, the Enterprise encounters a
derelict Romulan vessel.  During the investigation, the ship comes under
attack by a new Romulan device – limpet mines that adhere to shields and
detonate when the shields are lowered.  McCoy and Chekov lead an away
mission to a nearby planet where they capture a Romulan survivor who helps
to disarm the mines.  Commander Spock blocks her memories of the event
and the Romulan is released.

Placement: Takes place within the six months between the beginning og
the novel and the end of the novel
Time: Four days on ship (120)

37d Spock goes undercover into the Klingon Empire to arrange the extraction of
Jean Czerny.  Although he is unsuccessful, he does help the defection of
Aernath and Kang’s son, Aethelnor.  This ‘defection’ brings Kang to Sherman’s
Planet for negotiations, and following the discussions, both Czerny and the
Klingons are repatriated.

Time: Six months after beginning of novel (194), 7 days to K-7 (206),
app. 2 weeks on Enterprise, two weeks of negotiations (269), 2 days of
closing ceremonies (277).
Placement: After STL4:MT(211)



14d? McCoy is placed in a position to be captured by Romulans and brought to trial
in the Imperial Senate.  His capture is a cover to arrange the extraction of a
Starfleet Intelligence operative posing as a servant in a minor Romulan
House.  The operative declines the extraction, and renegade Romulan Ael
rescues McCoy from the Senate Chamber.

Paradox: The Carrizal, the human ship to make first contact with the
Romulans, is referred to as a Federation Vessel (190)
The Romulan War is aid to end with the Vulcans joining the Federation
and at the behest of Vulcan ambassador Sarek (194)
McCoy refered to as Leonard Edward McCoy (211)
Placement:  McCoy is fifty years old (45) 1 year after Web of the
Romulans (177)

?? The Enterprise discovers a planet containing a civilization of pre-Reformation
Vulcans, which is later discovered to be the result of the Preservers (ST: P,
133)

Placement:  Takes place during the second five-year mission (133)

Crew History                                                                

Arex                                                                                                        

???? Promoted from Ensign after taking command of his scout vessel and capturing
a Klingon marauder

???? Transferred as navigator to USS Enterprise

Boyce                                                                                                      

2251 Transferred as CMO to USS Yorktown (conjecture)
2253 Transferred as CMO to USS Enterprise (conjecture) (TOS:  44, 68)
2270 Earns a medical degree
2272 Assigned to Enterprise as a resident (ST:  TMP, 94).

Chapel, Christine                                                                                   

???? Earns a PhD in Biomedical Research
???? Volunteered into service to serve as head nurse on Enterprise
2270 Earns a medical degree
2272 Assigned to Enterprise as a resident (ST:  TMP, 94).

Chekov, Pavel                                                                                        

???? Spent his childhood in Russia (TOS: 26, 110)
???? Was first sword at the Academy two years running (TOS: SM, 143)



???? Takes part in dream-scanning project (TOS: 52, 32)
???? Assigned as Navigator to Enterprise
2270 Studied at Starfleet Security Academy in Annapolis (TOS: 70).
???? Begins to see Irina Galliulin on and off agin until 2293, when she breaks off

their relationship (ST: VI, 263).
2293 Is reassigned from Enterprise following its decomissioning.
???? Contacts Irina Galliulin to ask her hand in marriage, finds she is already

married (STG, 4).
2294 Faces a disciplinary committee after striking Captain Harriman and the funeral

of a supposedly dead Demora Sulu (TOS: 76, 207).
???? Promoted to captain of the Potemkin (TNG: TR, 282).
???? Assumes captaincy of the Cydonia (TNG: TR, 282).
???? Commander in Chief in Starfleet (TNG: TR, 282).
???? Retires and becomes novelist, writes best-sellers about his time on board the 

Enterprise (TNG, TR 282).

Love interests:
Reena, Romulan navigator (TOS: 26, 127)

Czerny, Jean                                                                                          

???? Born and raised at Aldebaran Colony
???? Works at research outpost on Aldebaran III following university graduation

(TOS: 26, 51)
???? Spends two years on Enterprise (TOS: 26, 51)
???? Assigned to research outpost on Sherman’s Planet (TOS: 26, 51)

Garrett, Rachel                                                                                      

???? Takes command of the Gandhi after the captain is killed during a battle with
Cardassians (ENL, 253)

???? Assigned to Endeavour patrolling the Neutral Zone following the Tomed
Incident (ENL, 243).

Kirk, James T.                                                                                        

???? Learns rock climbing with his brother Sam in northern Colorado
(TOS: 56,162).

???? Winesses the Tarsus Colony Massacre at age 12 (TOS:  54, 111)
???? Attempts to run away from home to South America on a

dynacarrier (TOS: BD)
???? Youngest midshipman to enter the Academy (TOS: TFA, 53)
???? Studied under Lt. Comm John Woods (debate), Lt. Robert Henley

(Military History), John Gill (Romulan history)



???? Falls in love with Hunter at the Academy.  Hunter's partnership marriage
invites Kirk to join, but Kirk refuses.  Their family will offer the invitation three
more times during Kirk's life, which he will turn down each time (TOS: 2, 66).

???? Participates in the Freidnship exchange Program with the Klingon
Empire and rooms with Klingon cadet Kumara (STL7, 75).

???? Served on board the Bon Homme Richard with Commander Morrow
(TOS: 17, 122).

???? Rooms with Bob Jordan at final year of Academy (TOS: 69, 13).
???? Falls in love with Ruth at the Academy and almost leaves the Academy 

(TOS: 53, 159).
???? Wins middleweight division boxing tournament as senior at the Academy, 

after coming in runner-up under Finnegan for last three years (TOS: 66, 47).
???? Kirk serves on board the Farragut as a midshipman (TOS: 71, 120).
???? Stationed on Draqqana for several months (ENL, 106)
???? Takes part in the Axanar peace conference (TOS: 66, 71)
???? Served in a body retrieval mission on a vessel that suffered a Yaggorth

infestation (TOS: 71, 120)
???? Farraguts refrigeration units fail and crew eats Orion Demma for several

weeks (TOS: 34,  26)
???? Farragut's captain and 1/3 of crew killed by energy creature
???? Spent three months on Timshel (TOS:  8, 9)
???? Served on the Tresher under Wilhelm Schang (TOS: DW, 20)
???? Served on Republic as a navigator, participated in the Vulcanian

Expedition
???? Kirk and Mitchell are reprimanded for looking for logs on top

secret mission while serving on the Republic.
???? Served on the Constitution; meets Leonard McCoy (TOS: 87)
???? Served on the Excalibur with Mike Walsh (TOS: 18)
???? Served as Second Officer on board the scout ship Aeolus (TOS:  51, 25)
???? Assigned as commander of the Lydia Sutherland
???? Led away mission to Endikon to stop Klingon attempts to blackmail planet 

(TOS: 66,150).
???? Delivered treaty software to Regent Dom Hauk of the Kshatr(TOS: 15, 45).
???? Spent three Months in regeneration tank following Gioghe, and three in 

therapy (TOS: TFA, 5).
???? Assigned as captain of the Enterprise at 29, the youngest person to do so at

the time.
???? Mitchell saves Kirk from Heir’at (TOS: 87, 79)
???? Mitchell saves Kirk from Brown Dragonhawk (TOS: 87, 79)
???? Enterprise returns to Earth:   after six month leave, Kirk accepts Admiralty

and joins Lori  Ciana's Troubleshooting Department
???? Takes teaching position at Starfleet Academy (TOS: 76, 167).
2293 The Enterprise-A is decommissioned at Earth (TNG: STG,1).
2293 Kirk retires from active service; asks Carol Marcus to marry him but is

rejected (TOS: STG, 7).
2294 Kirk is lost to the Nexus while attending the inaugural voyage of the

Enterprise-B (TOS: STG)



2372 Kirk is retrieved from the ProNexus by Captain Jean-Luc Picard at Viridian III.
Kirk is sub sequently killed by Dr. Soran, but revived some weeks later by
Borg technology.

2375 Teilani gives birth to Kirk’s son Joseph, but she is killed weeks later at Halkan
(ST: P)

Kirk’s love interests:
Cecilia Simmons (TOS:  51, 7).
Ruth, at the academy (TOS:  53, 153)
Daqqi Security Subcommander Orisa Jilian (ENL, 108)
Deputy Commissioner on Interspecies Affairs Moriah Wayne (TOS:  66).
Aileea of Discord (TOS:  66)
Helen Gordon, Starfleet anthropologist assigned to Elcidar Beta III (TOS:  53)
Kalrind, Klingon espionage officer (TOS: 40, 62).
Gilla Dupree, Sensa-artist (TOS:  DW)

Chapel, Christine                                                                                   

???? Attends the Academy and owns a cat named Zoe (TOS:  84, 113)
???? Earns a MD/P–hD in xenophysiology from Stanford University (TOS:  70, 14).
???? Commander at Starfleet (ST:  IV, 25)

Harriman, John                                                                                     

???? Solved a diplomatic quagmire with the Melkot and won the Z-Magnees Peace
Prize (ENL)

Kyle, John                                                                                              

???? Stationed at the primary planetary transporter array at Tasmania (TOS: 70,
14).

M’Benga                                                                                                  

???? Interned on Vulcan for two years prior to posting on Enterprise (AOD).
???? Takes a position at Pathology at Starfleet Academy (TOS: 70, 169).

M’Ress                                                                                                    

???? Took command of the Hood following a Kzinti sneak attack that killed the
senior staff (STL5: AE, 225)

???? Transferred to the Enterprise



Number One                                                                                           

2251 Transferred as First Officer to USS Yorktown (conjecture)
2253 Transferred as First Officer to USS Enterprise (conjecture) (TOS:  44, 36)

Pike, Christopher                                                                                  

2251 Transferred as Captain to USS Yorktown (conjecture)
2253 Transferred as Captain to USS Enterprise (conjecture) (TOS:  44, 36)

Rand, Janice                                                                                          

???? While en route to colony world, her parents ships warp engines were disabled,
took three years to reach Saweoure actual time, three weeks subjective time 
(TOS: TFA, 142).

???? The Rand family is sold into slavery (TOS: TFA, 142)
???? Janice and her brothers stowaway on a medical shuttle and escape to the 

Faience refugee camp (TOS: TFA, 143).
???? Rand enrolls her brothers into a private school and joins Starfleet to pay their 

tuitions (TOS: TFA, 143).
???? Takes a leave of absence from Starfleet (TOS: 76,39).
???? Gives birth to a child, Annie, believed to be Kirk's daughter; Annie dies two 

years later (TOS: 76,39).
???? Rejoins Refit Enterprise as Transporter Chief (TOS: 5, 23).
???? Joined Communications Division; stationed at Iceland Array on Earth 

(TOS: 70, 14)
???? Assigned as senior communications officer on board the Excelsior (ST: VI)

McCoy, Leonard H. (E.?)                                                                      

???? Spent his childhood in Georgia (TOS: 26, 110)
???? McCoy's father was Chief of Medicine at Emory University Medical Center 

(TOS: 16, 146).
???? Nearly drowns in Chattahoochee when eight (TOS: 60, 61)
???? Met Emony Dax at Mississippi State; had a brief affair (DS9: TT, 142)
???? Suffers a concussion and bruised rib after falling from a horse in Waco

(TOS: 34, 62).
???? Goes to a retreat at a monastery following divorce (TLY, 213)
???? Meets Dr. Angelina Mola, who convinces McCoy to pursue a Starfleet career 

(TOS: 73, 139).
???? Studied under Commodore Elias R. Rostovtzev at Starfleet Academy (TOS:
15, 182).
???? Advancced Intern (STL6: A)



???? Second extrasolar assignment:  Inoculation program on Draymia II (STL6: A)
2253 USS Republic as junior medical officer (TOS: 72, 18)
2254 USS Richard Feynman as Chief Medical Officer (TOS: 72, 19)
2255 USS Koop as Junior Medical
???? Served Tour of duty on Capella IV before Enterprise
???? Chief Medical Officer on the Lydia Sutherland
2270 McCoy returns to Fabrini to be with Natira:  finds she has already married.
2270 Joins Dr. Keridwen Llewellyn on lecture tour of Fabrini Medicine; she is 

killed by Vulcan possessed by spirit of High Master Zakal (TLY)
2296 Rejoins Starfleet as CMO for the shakedown cruise of a refitted Intrepid II

under Captain Spock's command (TOS: VF).
2300 Promoted to admiral and appointed Chief of Starfleet Medicine

Love Interests:
Emma Saez / Tanirius:   Romulan spy, fifth column partisan working for
Komack (TOS: 27)
Davis, Star Fleet neurologist (TOS:  34)

Riley, Kevin                                                                                            

???? Orphaned at age 4 in the Tarsus massacre.
???? Transferred to Starfleet Command
2269 Assigned as secretary to Admiral Kirk
2271 Marriage Contract is not renewed (TOS: 54, 105)
2272 Transferred to Starfleet Diplocorps and assigned to Sarek of Vulcan  (TOS: P, 

37).

Scott, Montgomery                                                                               

???? Participates in the stealing of the coronation stone, 28 yrs prior to Tears of
the singers (TOS: 19, 101)

2255 Promoted to Lieutenant and posted to Enterprise (TOS: 44, 39)
???? Assigned to Excelsior  as Captain of Engineering (TOS: 17, 113).

Spock, S’chn T’gai                                                                                 

???? Born to Sarek of Vulcan, son of Skon, and Amanda Stemple Grayson of
Seatlle, Wa

2237 Spock participates in his Kahs-Wan ritual.  He abrogates the survival race in
order to save the life of another child, Sendet.  The Judges declare that Spock
has passed in showing maturity in giving up the race for a life (TOS:  20,
239).

2239 While 7-8, Spock meets the first Klingon Ambassador to Earth, Krenn vestai-
Rustazh, and participates in a game of chess with him (TOS: 16, 158).

2244 When 13, Spock’s half-brother Sybok comes to live with him (ST: V, 191)



???? Sybok in banished for mind-violating the Watcher of Gol Storel and
conversing with his mother’s latra.

2247 While undergoing the passage to adult ceremony at Mt. Seleya, Spock is
kidnapped with a number of Federation citizens by a group of Romulans led
by Vulcan secessionist Sered.  With the help of David Rabin, Spock manages
to affect a rescue of the hostages.  Spock decides as an outcome of this
experience to join Starfleet.

2247 Spock applies for entry in the two year accelerated course for Vulcans at
Starfleet Academy

???? Studies at the Makropyrios, under Georges Mordreaux, Emanual Tagore
(TOS: 2, 40, TOS: 16, 11).

???? While attending the Academy, Spock teaches himself to swim.  He nearly
drowns on one swim but is rescued by a wild dolphin, with whom he mind
melds (ST: IV, 153).

2250 Serve rotational cadet period on various starships
2251 Assigned as assistant science officer on board Sol System cutter

(TOS:  44, 37)
2253 Promoted to lieutenant and assigned as third officer of the Artemis

(TOS:  44, 38)
2255 Assigned as Science Officer to the Enterprise (TOS: 44, 29)
???? Spock takes leave from Enterprise under Pike to work on a botany project at 

MIT that needed a Class A-7 computer expert (TOS: SFTS, 225).
???? Retires from Starfleet
2270 Announces engagement to Vulcan scientist T’Sura; severs engagement some 

months later (TLY)
2296 Assumes command of Intrepid II (TOS: VF).

Spock Mind Melds
Amanda, to help his father bring her out of stasis (TOS: 20, 264).
Carl Remington, to determine if brain damage had occurred (TOS: 20, 6)
Daniel Corrigan, to aid damage caused by Sendet’s bond-severing (TOS: 20,
212).
ev Symwid, Gelchen Trade Ambassador, to determine guilt in poisoning
Zirgosians (TOS: 41, 51)
George and Gracie, Humpback Whales (STIV, TOS: P)
Kirk, to uncover mind erasure (ST: SFTS)
Kirk and Yarblis Geshkerroth, to facilitate mind transfer (TOS: 53, 263).
Lactrans (STL8)
Lenos, Prime Proctor of Mercan, to help him avoid psychotrauma (TOS: 6,
161).
Lud eb Riss, Pandronian, to coerce the Tam Paupa to disassociate itself from
the thief Matabele, Ruler of Sealon (TOS: 14, 151)
Organism World (TOS: 12, 96)
Pal, to help him recover from the Tantalus Device and subsequent traumas
(TOS: 46, 221).
Scotty,, Uhura, Chekov, and Sulu to break Lorelei’s influence (TOS: 12, 142)
Tr’Nele, Adept of T’Pel, to stop him from assassinating Pathfinder (TOS: 42,
295)



Valeris, to uncover the conspirators involved in the Gorkon assassination (ST:
VI)
Vent colony in Hellsgate Rift, Discord (TOS: 66, 231).
Elliot Tindall, to help integrate his human and Klingon personaes (TOS: 40,
217).
Reena, Romulan prisoner, to block her memories or aiding the Enterprise
crew (TOS: 26, 127).

Love Interests:
T’Pris, Vulcan scientist and Starfleet officer (TOS:  44)

Sulu, Hikaru                                                                                   

???? Born on Alpha Mensa Prime (TOS: SM, 1)  Sulu’s father is a poet, publishes 
Nine Suns, Fire in Frost

???? When he was 12, Sulu was treated by Sam Kirk on the frontier (TOS: TFA,
53)
???? When 14, lived on the high gravity planet Hafjian (TOS: TFA, 107)
???? While stationed with his parents on the colony world of Ganjitsu, Sulu had the

opportunity to see Captain Hunter stop pirate and Klingon renegade attacks
on the planet (TOS: 2, 37).

???? Becomes the first Starfleet Cadet to win a place on the pan-Earth Fencing
team in ten years (TOS: TFA, 14)

???? While at the Academy, assigned to a 3-month survey of a M-class planet 
similar to Cragon V (TOS: 52, 12)

???? Wins the Inner Planet Fencing Tournament, defeating the two-year champion 
(TOS: TFA, 14)

???? Assigned to Astrometrics on the Enterprise
???? Promoted to Helmsman
2275 Sulu has an affair with Susan Ling in the desert resort of Demora. Nearly

twenty years before the events in TOS: 76.(TOS: 76, 52).
???? Refuses promotion to first officer of Bozeman following the discovery of a 

daughter.
2290 Takes command of the USS Excelsior ans conducts a three year mapping mis

sion of the Reydovan Sector (ST: VI, 15)
2294 Conducts a star-mapping expedition in t?Conducts a star-mapping expedition

in the Thanatos Sector (TOS: STG, 58).
???? Retires from service and enters politics.
???? Elected president of the Federation an unprecedented three times (TNG: TR, 

282).

Uhura, Nyota                                                                                         

???? Attends the Institute for Advanced Mathematics (TOS: 41, 9).
???? At 10, she and her best friend T'iana are caught in afire in which T'iana dies 

(TOS: 41, 8).



???? Uhura applies for admission to Starfleet with her lover, Trent Ojuremi.
Ojuremi is denied admission.

???? Climbs the Aeolian Pyre on Tsavo II (STL6: A, 102)
???? Serves on a scout vessel (TOS: 12, 91).
???? The captain of Uhura's first assignment after academy killed fighting rebels on

Wynet V (TOS: 19, 206).
2259 Won the Jovian Triathalon (TOS: 84, 224)
???? Assigned as Chief Communications Officer, Enterprise
2296 Chief Communications officer, USS Intrepid II (TOS: VF).
???? Starfleet Academy lecturer (TOS: 70).
???? Receives a doctorate (TNG: TR, 282).
???? Wins two Nobel and Z-Magnees Peace Prizes (TNG: TR, 282).
???? Retires from service and becomes a traveling lecturer and recruiter for

Starfleet Academy (TNG: TR, 282).

Enterprise                                                                                              

First Constitution-class vessel to have warp drive installed (TOS: 15, 10)

Area 39- All crew recreation area (TOS: 15, 100)
Magnatomics (TOS: 67, 230)
Electropneumatics (TOS: 67, 229)
Botanical (TTM, 8)
System EC-1052:  Engine Coolant System
Alien Sociology (STL7, 142)
Nonmetallic Fabrication (STL7, 142

There are 1,576 Access Hatches on the orignal Enterprise, 342 of which are
critical to ship functions (TOS: 53, 216).


